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Alfvén eigenmodessAEsd are studied to assess their stability in high density reactor relevant
regimes where Ti <Te and as a diagnostic tool. Stable AEs are excited with active
magnetohydrodynamics antennas in the range of the expected AE frequency. Toroidal Alfvén
eigenmodesTAEd damping rates between 0.5%,g /v,4.5% have been observed in diverted and
limited Ohmic plasmas. Unstable AEs are excited with a fast ion tail driven by H minority ion
cyclotron radio frequencysICRFd heating with electron densities in the range ofne=0.5–2
31020 m−3. Energetic particle modes or TAEs have been observed to decrease in frequency and
mode number with time up to a large sawtooth collapse, indicating the role fast particles play in
stabilizing sawteeth. In the current rise phase, unstable modes with frequencies that increase rapidly
with time are observed with magnetic pick-up coils at the wall and phase contrast imaging density
fluctuation measurements in the core. Modeling of these modes constrains the calculated safety
factor profile to be very flat or with slightly reversed shear. AEs are found to be more stable for an
inboard than for central or outboard ICRF resonances in qualitative agreement with modeling.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1865012g

I. INTRODUCTION

Alfvén eigenmodes have been studied on a number of
magnetic fusion devices since the first experimental observa-
tions on the Tokamak Fusion Test ReactorsTFTRd.1–5 Calcu-
lations indicate that fusion generateda particles may desta-
bilize these modes in next step devices, such as the
International Thermonuclear Experimental ReactorsITERd,6

and if the modes are large enough to transport substantial
amounts of hota particles from the core of the plasma, they
could quench the fusion burn or lead to damage to the first
wall. The energetic ions that destabilize Alfvén eigenmodes
in present devices are produced by neutral beam injection or
ion cyclotron radio frequencysICRFd heating. The growth
rate of these modes depends on a balance of energetic par-
ticle drive7–9 with a number of possible damping
mechanisms.10–12

To separate the damping from the drive, experiments
have been performed on the Joint European TorussJETd with

low toroidal mode number,nø2, active magnetohydrody-
namicssMHDd antennas13–15that excite stable Alfvén eigen-
modes in the plasma at the expected mode frequency, which
for toroidal Alfvén eigenmodessTAEsd is given approxi-
mately by the center of the gap frequency16 vTAE

=vA / s2qRd, where vA ~B/ sminid0.5 is the Alfvén velocity.
Here,B is the magnetic field on axis,mi is the effective ion
mass,ni is the ion density,q is the safety factor at the reso-
nant surface, andR is the major radius of the magnetic axis.
These stable modes are excited in Ohmic plasmas in the
absence of energetic particles to ensure that the energetic
particle drive terms are zero in order to isolate the damping
rate of the mode. On Alcator C-Mod, similar experiments
have begun with moderateunuø16 active MHD antennas17

since moderaten are expected to be the most unstable in
ITER.6 These modes are excited in C-Mod plasmas with the
same toroidal field and density expected in ITER and with
equilibrated ion and electron temperatures required for such
a burning plasma.

Alfvén eigenmodes have been observed during sawtooth
stabilization in the current flattop in the Japan Tokamak—60
Upgrade sJT-60Ud,18 JET,19 Doublet IIID,20 and TFTR.21
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These modes indicate the presence of fast particles that are
believed to be responsible for stabilizing the sawteeth.22

Analysis of these experiments has shown that fast ions are
expelled from within theq=1 radius because of these modes.
This redistribution of fast ions weakens sawtooth stabiliza-
tion leading to the large sawtooth collapse. Similar modes
are observed during sawtooth stabilization in Alcator C-Mod
even with densities up tone<231020 m−3, indicating that a
high energy fast ion tail is produced with sufficient ICRF
heating.

With strong heating in the current rise, rapidly changing
frequency Alfvén eigenmodes have been observed in a num-
ber of tokamaks,23–26 known as Alfvén cascades. According
to the Berk and Breizman theory,27 the rapidly changing fre-
quency of these modes indicates that there is a very flat or
reversed shearq profile and, for fixed poloidalsmd and tor-
oidal snd mode numbers, the frequency should change as a
function of the minimumq value,

vstd = U m

qminstd
− nU vA

R0
+ v0. s1d

The value of the minimum frequencyv0 is determined by
continuum damping including pressure effects. This simple
model fits the JET data very well and allows the Alfvén
cascades to constrainqmin. Together with calculations of the
Alfvén eigenmode structure with the MISHKA code,28 it is
then possible to model the coreq profile evolution based on
the Alfvén cascades. In this way, Alfvén cascades in Alcator
C-Mod have been used to model the evolution of theq pro-
file in the current rise of strongly ICRF heated discharges.

II. STABLE ALFVÉN EIGENMODE EXPERIMENTS

To complement the previous lown experiments on
JET,13–15 a pair of moderaten active MHD antennas was
installed on C-Mod to excite a broad toroidal mode spectrum
sunFWHMu,16d sFWHM, full width at half maximumd of
stable Alfvén eigenmodes and measure their damping rates at
ITER toroidal fields and densities with equilibrated ion and
electron temperatures.17 Each antenna has five turns each 15
cm toroidally 3 25 cm poloidally, centered about 18 cm
above and below the outboard midplane. For these experi-
ments, only the upper antenna was excited with an amplifier
that coupled up to 3 kW of power at 10 A. So, the excited
perturbations are so small that they do not significantly per-

turb the plasma and the resulting AE resonancessB̃u

,10−6 Td can only be observed with the most sensitive fluc-
tuation diagnostics. Toroidal arrays of three magnetic pickup
coils mounted beneath the tiles 10 cm above and below the
outboard midplane on each of two limiters were used to mea-
sure the AEs in the plasma through software synchronous
detection with the antenna current. They can measure fluc-

tuation levels down to aboutB̃u,10−7 T. The data were
sampled for 12 signals throughout the discharge at 2.5 MHz.
Note that the core plasma rotation for these Ohmic plasmas
is at most a few kHz so that the Doppler shift of the fre-
quency is small except for high toroidal mode numbers.

The simplest way to excite TAE resonances in the
plasma is to drive the antenna at constant frequency and then

sweep the density or toroidal field so that the center of the
TAE gap frequency in the plasma passes through the active
MHD frequency. This avoids any problems with matching to
the antenna inductance or any resonance in the circuit so that
even a rather weak resonance may be observed. Figure 1
shows an example where the toroidal field was ramped down
and then back up so that the TAE frequency in the plasma
passed through the active MHD frequency twice and two
clear resonances are observed on the Fourier transform of a
pickup coil signal. The TAE resonances are observed to co-
incide with the TAE frequency at theq=1.5 surface, as also
observed in JET.4 This is expected theoretically, as long as
the antennas couple to this resonance, since the least stable
TAE is at theq=1.5 surface for a monotonicq profile, half-
way between them=1 andm=2 continua.29

To observe multiple resonances in a single discharge and
follow the resonance in time, the antenna frequency can be
swept up and down through the expected TAE resonant fre-
quency in the plasmasFig. 2d. To maintain sufficient match-
ing between the antenna and the amplifier to observe reso-
nances, the frequency could be swept by at most650 kHz.
Through software synchronous detection between the an-
tenna current and the pickup coil signals,17 the damping rate
of the mode was found to beg /v,4.5% withn=12 in this
case.

In previous experiments comparing diverted and inner
wall limited discharges with varying outer gap between the
separatrix and the outboard limiter, the measured damping
rate was found to be larger for inner wall limited discharges
with larger outer gaps than for diverted discharges with outer
gaps of less than 1 cm.17 This was an unexpected result since
on JET for lownø2 the measured damping rate increased
with increasing edge shear.14

To further check the dependence of the TAE damping
rate on edge shear, an experiment was performed at constant
active MHD frequency ramping the toroidal field for a num-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined. Fourier spectrogram and time average of a poloidal
field pickup coil signal showing two clear resonances during excitation of
the upper active MHD antenna at constant frequencys409 kHzd as the TAE
frequency in the plasma is ramped through the active frequency twice by
ramping the toroidal field down and backup during the discharge.
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ber of inner wall limited Ohmic discharges with different
elongations. The plasma parameters wereIp=0.7 MA,
4.7 T,BT,5.6 T, ne=2–2.531020 m−3, 3.1,q95,4.5,
and 370, fTAEsq=1.5d,470 kHz. The outer gap only varied
over a small range from 1.2 to 1.7 cm, which should not
affect the growth rate substantially. Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured damping rates for each discharge as a function of elon-
gation and edge shear calculated at the 95% flux surface. In
contrast to the results on JET for lown modes,14 no clear
dependence on edge shear is found for these moderaten
modes and the damping rate appears to decrease with in-
creasing elongation. Note that with only a single antenna, no
selection can be made for the excited mode number and the
plasma responds with measured toroidal mode numbers in
the range of 4, unu,14. So, it is possible that a dependence
of the damping rate on mode number could mask a depen-
dence on edge shear.

III. ALFVÉN EIGENMODES DURING SAWTOOTH
STABILIZATION

Alfvén eigenmodes are observed in C-Mod during the
current flattop in the presence of sawteeth even at electron
densities up tone=231020 m−3 when there is sufficient
ICRF heating. Mode frequencies corresponding to the TAE
and EAE gaps associated withq=1 are observed with de-
creasing frequency asq evolves up to the sawtooth collapse.
Core plasma rotation values in ICRF heated plasmas may be
as high as 20 kHz so that for high toroidal mode numbers,
the Doppler shift of the frequency may be significant.

Figure 4 shows an example of sawtooth stabilization
with ICRF heating during a double null discharge. The
plasma has a brief H mode from 0.76 to 0.784 s where the
central line averaged density rises from 1.6 to nearly 2
31020 m−3. The resulting drop in the TAE frequency is evi-

dent in the calculated center of the gap frequency forq=1
just before the sawtooth collapse that ends the H mode. The
modes begin with relatively highunu=8–10 at about 750 kHz,
then coalesce as the frequency drops to 650 kHz with in-
creasing density in the H mode and the mode numbers also
drop to unu=4–5 just before the sawtooth collapse. Note that
since the plasma current is negativesclockwise viewed from
aboved, these modes with negativen numbers rotate in the
ion diamagnetic drift direction. The coalescing of the modes
to a single frequency suggests that the AE gap is closing as
the sawtooth evolves or that they reach the bottom of the
gap.30 One would expect that the previous sawtooth collapse
flattens the coreq profile producing a relatively broad TAE
gap. Then, as the sawtooth heats up, the current density pro-
file should peak with peaking temperature, which would tend
to close the TAE gap until the large sawtooth collapse.

Attempts were made to model the modes with the
Nova-K code31 at t=0.74 andt=0.78 s. Eigenmodes were
found in the same range of mode numbers and frequencies as
in the experiment. The radial structure att=0.74 s was that
expected for TAEs with two dominant harmonicsm and m
+1 peaked atr /a=0.4, while the radial structure att
=0.78 s had multiple poloidal harmonics between 0.4, r /a
,0.9. The trapped particle growth rates were found to be

FIG. 2. sColor onlined. sad Fourier spectrogram of a poloidal field pickup
coil signal during programmed frequency sweeping of the active MHD an-
tenna together withsbd the time average of the perturbed poloidal field.
Weak resonances are found asscd the active frequency passes through the
TAE frequency in the plasma calculated at theq=1.5 surface.

FIG. 3. The measured TAE damping rate as a function of plasma elongation
and magnetic shear at the 95% flux surface for a range of moderaten modes
from 4øn,14.
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stable because of relatively large radiative damping even for
flat shearq profiles out tor /a=0.4, varyingq0 from 1 down
to 0.8 and varying the assumed fast ion tail temperature from
10 to 490 keV. The TRANSP calculated fast ion tail tempera-
ture peaked at about 300 keV for these conditions. This may
indicate that these are energetic particle modes32 that are not
included in the Nova-K code or core localized TAEs33 with a
different q profile.

IV. ALFVÉN CASCADES IN THE CURRENT RISE

With H minority ICRF heating in the current and density
rise on C-Mod, an energetic H ion tail is driven that excites
rapidly increasing frequency Alfvén cascades when the mini-
mum in theq profile is substantially greater than unity and
has very flat or perhaps slightly reversed shear. Although not
recognized as ACs at the time, these modes were the first
Alfvén eigenmodes observed on C-Mod in the initial current
rise ICRF heating experiments performed in 1996.25 More
recent experiments with more than twice as much ICRF
power and the addition of the phase contrast imagingsPCId
diagnostic34 have improved our understanding of these
modes and the conditions that lead to them.

A. Core and edge Alfvén cascade measurements

In addition to the magnetic pickup coils on the outboard
limiters that measure the more radially extended lown
Alfvén eigenmodes, the PCI diagnostic measures the density
fluctuations of the AEs along 32 vertical chords passing
through the plasma core. It is sensitive to major radial wave
numbers from 0.5,kR,8 cm−1 and the data are sampled at
10 MHz. The magnetic pickup coils are sampled at 2.5 MHz
and can measure toroidal mode numbers up ton,75. Figure
5 shows a comparison of ACs measured with magnetic
pickup coils and with PCI. The slopes of the ACs are much
higher on the PCI measurements than on the magnetic mea-
surements. According to theory, the slopes are proportional
to the n number, implying that the PCI measurements
through the core are more sensitive to higher mode numbers
than the edge magnetic measurements, similar to what has
recently been found on JET.35

The phase differences between toroidally separated
pickup coils during the ACs indicate that the dominant
modes are lown, but despite detailed in-vessel calibrations
of the frequency dependence of the phase differences be-
tween the coils, then numbers appear to change during the
upward sweep in frequency for some cascades. This is in
contrast to the constantn observed in JET and JT-60U for
each frequency sweeping mode. However, in the case of Fig.
5, there are three modes visible in the magnetic spectrogram
starting at about 0.12 s with slopes that are 1, 2, and 3 times
the slope of the dominant mode, indicating that they corre-
spond ton=1, 2, and 3. The PCI and magnetic measurements
complement each other in that the lowestn modes are often
not visible on the PCI because the sensitivity of the instru-
ment falls off for long wavelength modes.36

B. Modeling the evolution of the safety factor profile

Given then numbers from the slopes of the ACs and the
frequency evolution of the modes, the MISHKA code was
used to model the evolution of theq profile. Figure 6 shows
the calculated evolution of the minimum inq from the mea-

FIG. 4. sColor onlined. sad Fourier spectrogram of an edge poloidal field
pickup coil signal showing multiple Alfvén eigenmodes during sawtooth
stabilization together with the electron temperature measured from ECE and
the ICRF power. The plasma is in H mode during the shaded time.sbd The
toroidal mode spectrum showing then number begins atunu=10 and de-
creases tounu=4 just before the sawtooth collapse. Negativen indicates the
ion diamagnetic drift direction. The frequency and time resolution of the
Fourier transform are also indicated.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined. Fourier spectrograms of an edge poloidal field
pickup coil signal and a core PCI signal showing Alfvén cascades with
steeper slopes in the core than at the edge.
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sured frequency evolution of the modes in Fig. 5 together
with the modeledq profile at the start of the cascades. The
start of an ac with multiple modes like that at 0.12 s indicates
that qmin is passing through an integer value and then the
appearance of anothern=2 mode at about 0.14 s indicates
qmin is passing through the next half-integer value. Reversed
shear was not required to find the modes in these calcula-
tions, but the calculatedq profile was rather flat atqmin out to
r /a<0.4 then rose toq95<5.

During the upward frequency sweep of each mode, the
calculated mode structure has a single dominantm character-
istic of an ac. The continuum also has a wide gap, which
allows the mode frequency to start well below the TAE fre-
quency without being strongly damped by the continuum.
Just after the frequency peaks and begins to decrease, the
mode structure evolves into a TAE structure with comparable
amplitudes of two poloidal harmonicsm andm+1. The con-
tinuum gap then narrows around the TAE frequency.

C. Fast particle calculations

The TRANSP/FPPRF code37 was used with TORIC38 to
calculate the RF electric field distribution to estimate the fast
particle tail temperature profile. Figure 7 shows the calcu-

lated time evolution of the fast hydrogen ion tail temperature
together with its radial profile and the RF power deposition
during the TAEs of Fig. 5. The fast ion tail temperature in
TRANSP is defined asTH=2/3kEl, where kEl is the flux
surface averaged mean energy of the hydrogen minority dis-
tribution in the lab frame. Under these relatively low density
conditions with ne=1.731020 m−3, the calculated fast ion
tail temperature can exceed 300 keV with peaked RF power
densities of 75 W/cm−3. For comparison, the Stix effective
temperature39 for these conditions sTe=3200 eV,nH/ne

<0.04d reaches almost 1 MeV. So, for these high power
densities, 300 keV may be a reasonable estimate of the fast
ion tail temperature, but there are large uncertainties in the
tail temperature because of the uncertainty in the core fast
ion concentration, which is based on a spectroscopic mea-
surement of the ratio of Ha / sHa+Dad in the plasma edge.
Similar results were obtained for the sawtooth stabilization
case shown in Fig. 4 with fast ion tail temperatures exceed-
ing 300 keV during the modes.

D. Current rise high frequency modes above the TAE
gap

In addition to Alfvén eigenmodes with frequencies be-
low the TAE gap, there are also eigenmodes in the current
rise with twice the Alfvén cascade frequencies and twice the

FIG. 6. sColor onlined. MISHKA modeling of the evolution of the minimum
q value based on the frequency evolution of the Alfvén cascades of Fig. 5
together with the modeledq profile at t=0.12 s and 0.14 s.

FIG. 7. sad TRANSP/FPPRF calculated fast hydrogen ion tail temperature
as a function of time during the Alfvén eigenmodes of Fig. 5.sbd Radial
profiles of the fast ion tail temperature and the RF power deposition at 0.2 s.
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TAE frequencies. Figure 8 shows a comparison of a PCI
signal with a magnetic pickup coil signal where there is a
clear second harmonic of the dominant Alfvén cascade from
about 0.14–0.18 s at exactly twice the frequency and twice
the slope of the ac in the PCI signal. Its amplitude is about
1/10th of the first harmonic, indicating the nonlinear charac-
ter of these modes as expected by theory.27,32Note that this is
not an instrumental effect in that the overall signal amplitude
is still quite small, indicating that it is the strong fast particle
drive that enhances the nonlinearity to make the second har-
monic just visible in the PCI data. This is the first time such
a nonlinearly excited second harmonic of Alfvén cascades
has been reported. Through a detailed examination that is not
visible in Fig. 8, before the frequency peaks, the second har-
monic is also faintly visible on the magnetic pickup coil
signals suggesting that this mode is more core localized or
has shorter wavelength and falls off more rapidly with radius
than the first harmonic. Just after the frequency peaks and
rolls over, the second harmonic becomes more clearly visible
on the magnetic coils, indicating a transition to an eigen-
mode with an extended radial structure.

Just before the onset of the ACs there is sometimes also
present a brief downward frequency sweeping mode from
typically 1 MHz–900 kHz visible on the magnetic pickup
coils, which is at twice the TAE frequency forq=2, indicat-
ing that it is an ellipticity induced Alfvén eigenmode
sEAEd10 sFig. 9d. This may indicate that theq=2 surface is
just entering the plasma at that time. Note that the EAE
associated withq=2 ends just as the TAEs associated with
q=2 appear at the top of the AC. There are also present 500
kHz constant frequency fluctuations visible on the magnetic
pickup coil signals in Figs. 8 and 9 that are RF beat waves

produced at the difference of the frequencies of two of the
ICRF antennas driven at 80 MHz and 80.5 MHz.

E. Alfvén eigenmode stability vs ICRF resonance
position

To determine the effect of the ICRF resonance position
on AE stability, an experiment was performed at constant RF
frequency changing the toroidal field from shot-to-shot to
move the hydrogen minority ICRF resonance position,Rres,
from Rres/Raxis=0.9 toRres/Raxis=1.11. Figure 10 shows the
Fourier spectrograms of the Alfvén eigenmodes for three dis-
charges withsad inboard,sbd central, andscd outboard ICRF
resonance positions for a central PCI channel and a magnetic
pickup coil. For the inboard resonance case, the usual Alfvén
cascades and subsequent TAEs are not excited and only at
most a couple of weak downward sweeping frequency
modes are visible on any of the PCI and magnetic pickup
coil signals. The central resonance has the strongest drive for
both the ACs and TAEs though the outboard resonance case
also has relatively strong ACs and TAEs despite having sub-
stantially less average ICRF power.

Theory predicts that the drive for AEs should decrease as
the resonance is moved toward the inboard side because the
toroidal precession drift frequency decreases.32,40To attempt
to isolate this physical effect, the central resonance case was
modeled with the Nova-K code including finite orbit width
and finite Larmor radius effects41 to calculate the trapped
particle contribution to the growth rate of AEs as a function
of ICRF resonance position. The fast particle distribution
function in Nova-K goes as f ~expf−E/TH−sp
−Rres/Raxisd2/ sdR/Raxisd2g, whereE=1/2mv2, TH is the input
fast ion tail temperature,p=mBaxis/E, m= 1/2mv'

2 /B is the
magnetic moment of the fast ions,Raxis is the major radius of
the magnetic axis, anddR is the half-width of the RF power
deposition. The fast particle profiles were calculated with
TRANSP/FPPRF att=0.122 s at the top of one of the ACs
and Rres/Raxis was varied from 0.8 to 1.14 keeping every-

FIG. 8. sColor onlined. sad Fourier spectrogram of phase contrast imaging
density fluctuations during the current rise showing a clear second harmonic
of the dominant Alfvén cascade.sbd Fourier spectrogram of a poloidal field
pickup coil signal showing that the second harmonic is not visible, though
other modes at about twice the TAE frequency are observed.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined. Fourier spectrogram of a poloidal field pickup coil
signal showing the appearance of an ellipticity induced Alfvén eigenmode
sEAEd associated withq=2 just before an Alfvén cascade. Curves are shown
for the approximate center of the gap frequencies for the EAEffEAE

=vA / s2pqRdg and TAE ffTAE=vA / s4pqRdg at q=2 using the core line av-
eraged electron density and toroidal field on axis invA.
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thing else fixed. Theq profile was assumed to have slightly
reversed shear withq0=2.11 andqmin=2.06 atr /a=0.4, then
smoothly matching the equilibrium edgeq value. An un-
stablen=1 mode was found with a frequency of 342 kHz,
which is close to the measured AE frequency of 360 kHz.
Figure 11sad shows first the calculated trapped particle
growth rate including collisional, radiative, and Landau
damping as a function ofTH. The growth rate peaks at a fast
ion tail temperature of about 160 keV, which is the same
value that TRANSP/FPPRF calculations give at this time.
The decay in the growth rate with increasing fast ion tail
temperature is due to averaging out of the mode over larger
and larger Larmor radii. Note that if a Stix distribution were
used, there would be more low energy particles and a sub-
stantially higher asymptotic tail temperature for the high en-

ergy particles, both of which would tend to lower the calcu-
lated growth rate. Figure 11sbd shows the calculated growth
rate for this mode as a function ofRres/Raxis at the fast ion
tail temperature of 160 keV. The growth rate for the inboard
resonance atRres/Raxis=0.9 is substantially lower than for
either the central resonance case or the outboard resonance
case atRres/Raxis=1.11, in qualitative agreement with the ex-
periment. This comparison, however, assumes that the damp-
ing rate does not change substantially from the inboard to the
outboard RF resonance. More quantitative agreement for the
different discharges would require measurements of the fast
ion distribution.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Stable and unstable Alfvén eigenmodes are measured on
Alcator C-Mod with equilibrated ion and electron tempera-

FIG. 10. sColor onlined. Fourier spectrograms of a magnetic pickup coil and
a central PCI channel showing Alfvén eigenmodes forsad inboard
sRres/Raxis=0.9d, sbd central sRres/Raxis=1.02d, and scd outboardsRres/Raxis

=1.11d ICRF resonance positions. The Alfvén cascades and TAEs are clearly
more unstable for central and outboard resonance positions rather than for
the inboard resonance position.

FIG. 11. sColor onlined. Nova-K modeling of the growth rate for ann=1
mode in the central resonance case from Fig. 10sbd as a function ofsad the
fast particle tail temperatureTH andsbd the ICRF resonance position, keep-
ing all other parameters fixed.
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tures at the same densities and toroidal fields and in the same
toroidal mode range as expected in ITER. Moderaten from 4
to 14 stable TAE resonances have been excited for the first
time and initial scaling of their damping rates has been mea-
sured. The measured damping rate for this range of moderate
n stable TAEs does not show any clear dependence on the
edge magnetic shear, in contrast to the increasing damping
rates with increasing shear found on JET for lownø2
modes with monotonicq profiles.14 While these results may
indicate that the damping of lown modes is dominated by
the edge and that of moderaten modes is not, the results
could be masked by a change in damping due to changingn
numbers during the scan. More shape scan experiments mea-
suring the TAE damping rates are required to better define
the damping rate dependence on shape and toroidal mode
number.

During sawtooth stabilization with ICRF, multiplen fast
particle driven modes coalesce to a single frequency and
mode just before the sawtooth collapse. Nova-K modeling
finds only stable modes under these conditions, perhaps in-
dicating they are energetic particle driven modes that are not
modeled by the code.

Alfvén cascades during the current rise with strong ICRF
heating have been used to constrain theq profile indicating a
very flat shear profile across the plasma core. A second har-
monic of the Alfvén cascades is sometimes observed on PCI
measurements in the core of the plasma with 1/10th the am-
plitude of the first harmonic indicating that these modes are
nonlinear, as expected by theory. Through a toroidal field
scan at fixed ICRF frequency, the RF resonance was scanned
from inboard to outboard and the Alfvén cascades and TAEs
were found to be more stable for an inboard resonance than
for a central or outboard resonance. This is expected by
theory since the toroidal precession drift frequency slows
down for an inboard resonance. The Nova-K calculated
growth rate as a function of the RF resonance position is in
qualitative agreement with the experiment assuming little
change in the damping rate.
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